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Abstract. An efficient and accurate new methodology for parallel CFD simulations
using sliding-meshes technique is presented. This methodology allows to simulate domains
composed by different meshes non-overlapped but with shared boundaries and relative
velocity between them. The developed algorithm is able to reconstruct the topology of the
whole computational domain at each iteration connecting dynamically all the independent
meshes. This reconstruction is done via geometrical intersection of the shared boundaries.

1 INTRODUCTION

Usually, in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) the governing equations are dis-
cretized and solved in a static mesh representing the studied domain. Nonetheless, when
aiming to study moving bodies this approach is not valid anymore. In some cases, when
all the flow domain undergoes the same motion, these problems can be studied using non-
inertial reference frameworks or moving the entire domain and solving the Navier-Stokes
equations using the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) technique [1]. Nonetheless,
these approaches cannot be employed when the case of study involves various solids mov-
ing at different speeds. This occurs in multiple applications like wind turbines, fans,
propellers, turbo-machinery, etc. For these cases it can be of interest to employ different
meshes with relative movement between them. For example, in the case of wind turbines
the domain would be composed by two meshes: one rotating mesh containing the rotors
and another static one including tower, nacelle and ground. Then, some advanced tech-
nique must be employed to dynamically connect both meshes during simulation time. The
two most common techniques are the chimera (overset) method [2] and the sliding-mesh
technique [3]. Both methods were studied and compared by Francois et al. [4], showing
that both methods are able to provide reliable results with a similar level of accuracy.
However, the sliding-mesh technique was more efficient in terms of computational cost
and much less memory consuming.

The main idea of the sliding-mesh technique is to stitch two or more mesh domains
Ωi (

∑
Ωi = Ω). These domain are not overlapped (Ωi ∩ Ωj = 0) but they are adjacent
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and share some or all boundaries ∂Ωib = ∂Ωjb . These boundaries can be non-conformal.
Within the sliding-mesh technique different approaches have been proposed. There are the
flux-based methods like the General Grid Interface (GGI) method [5], techniques based
on Topological changes [6, 7] or the Shear-slip mesh update method [8].All these methods
require the projection and intersection of the sliding boundaries at each iteration. Another
possibility are the methods based on halo nodes and/or boundary nodes interpolation,
which allow to avoid the projection-intersection step (e.g.,[9, 10]). In the work of Ramirez
et al. [11] is presented a comparison of both possibilities in high-order finite volume
schemes.

This work presents an improved version of the methodology previously developed in
Muela et al. [12]. In the latter, the presented sliding-mesh technique was based on halo
nodes (named mirror nodes in the work), while the sliding-mesh algorithm of this work
is flux-based. This new methodology aims to enhance the conservation properties of the
previous method although trying to keep the essence of the algorithm, allowing to have
both good parallel performance and computing efficiency.

2 SLIDING-MESH ALGORITHM

There are three main aspects that will influence the performance of a sliding-mesh
method in parallel computing: i) the computational cost associated to the displacement
of the moving parts; ii) the cost of boundaries projection-intersection step or boundary
nodes interpolation; iii) the parallelization strategy.

In the presented method, which is flux-based, it is important to accelerate as much
as possible the projection-intersection step of the boundaries. Intersecting the edges and
faces has a cost of O(n2) if no optimizing strategy is applied. In the present work the
intersection is done using the Sutherland-Hodgman algorithm [13]. Another complexity
is the parallelization strategy. As shown in Fig. 1, the initial partitioning of a mesh will
change during simulation time. Hence, the dynamic evolution of the topological connec-
tions will involve new neighbourhoods of cells of different processors during simulation
time. In order to overcome these issues and implement a highly-efficient sliding-mesh
algorithm in parallel computing the strategy summarized below has been adopted. The
algorithm is detailed for a domain composed by two meshes: one static, named the mas-
ter, and a second rotary domain named the slave. This is because the algorithm is based
on a master-slave strategy.

The strategy is as follows: initially, each face in the sliding boundary of the slave do-
main injects an auxiliary particle on the master domain. These auxiliary particles will
move jointly with the rotary domain. Besides, each face in the sliding boundary of the
master domain will pre-compute and store a mini-mesh. This mini-mesh is a face-mesh
containing the geometrical info of the neighbouring faces, including faces belonging to
other processors. This allows to avoid a large amount of communications during simu-
lation time at a very low memory-cost. The size of these mini-meshes stored at each
master-face is determined by the minimum length which assures that any possible face
received from the slave domain will be fully intersected (i.e, the larger face).
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(a) Initial mesh partitioning. (b) Mesh partitioning after N iterations.

Figure 1: Example of a rotating mesh partitioned in 4 CPUs.

Then, at each iteration the following steps are performed: i) first, all the auxiliary
particles are projected towards their parent faces. This trajectory will intersect a face
on the master domain; ii) following, each particle will communicate to his parent face
which face in the master domain has been intersected. From this info, the slave face will
send its geometrical data to the master face that has been intersected by the auxiliary
particle; iii) then, the master face will perform the projection-intersection step between
the geometrical info received by the slave face and its mini-mesh. This guarantees that
the whole surface of the slave face is intersected. iv) once this projection-intersection step
is done, the new surfaces are obtained. These new surfaces and the associated data is
sent to the corresponding processors; v) finally, these new geometrical info is employed to
reconstruct the new topology and the operators.

The algorithm summarized above is robust, fast and highly-scable. It optimizes the
projection-intersection step and reduce the overall number of communications. In the
present work are studied the conservation and accuracy properties of the method, as
well as its parallel speed-up. Moreover, it is compared with the previous implementation
presented in Muela et al. [12].
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